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Metaplasia: tissue injury adaptation 
and a precursor to the dysplasia–

cancer sequence

Squamous metaplasia
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intoduction
) is the transformation of one "change in form": Greek(Metaplasia

to another differentiated cell type. The change cell typedifferentiated
from one type of cell to another may be part of a normal maturation 
process, or caused by some sort of abnormal stimulus. In simplistic terms, 
it is as if the original cells are not robust enough to withstand their 
environment, so they transform into another cell type better suited to 
their environment. If the stimulus causing metaplasia is removed or 
ceases, tissues return to their normal pattern of differentiation. 

and is not considered to be dysplasia is not synonymous with Metaplasia
an actual cancer. It is also contrasted with heteroplasia, which is the 

elements. Today, histologyand cytologicspontaneous abnormal growth of 
metaplasti changes are usually considered to be an early phase of 

, specifically for those with a history of cancers or who are carcinogenesis
known to be susceptible to carcinogenic changes. Metaplastic change is 
often viewed as a premalignant condition that requires immediate 
intervention, either surgical or medical, because metaplasia is associated 
with cancer. 
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Tissue metaplasia

Metaplasia tends to occur in tissues constantly exposed 
to environmental agents, which are often injurious in 
nature. For example, the pulmonary system (lungs and 
trachea) and the gastrointestinal tract are common 
sites of metaplasia owing to their contacts with air and 
food, respectively. As a result, the tissue epithelial 
structure adapts through metaplasia, with definitive 
morphological changes. The type of metaplasia
depends upon the resident tissue. Metaplasia may be 
categorized broadly as squamous metaplasia, intestinal 
metaplasia or acinar–ductal metaplasia
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Abstract

Asbestos workers who smoke have a substantially greater risk of developing 
bronchogenic carcinoma than nonsmokers. Squamous metaplasia often 
replaces the mucociliary epithelium in the respiratory tract of chronic 
users of cigarettes. As a result, clearance mechanisms are altered. Using 
both scanning and transmission electron microscopy, we examined the 
interaction of chrysotile and crocidolite asbestos with the metaplastic
mucosa found in the bronchi of cigarette smokers and produced in 
cultures of hamster trachea by enriched, serum-free medium. After 
deposition on the squamous epithelium, both "long" and "short" fibers 
were either phagocytosed by, or moved between, the cells of the mucosa. 
The interaction of asbestos with the mucociliary epithelium differed. Most 
long fibers were cleared, whereas short fibers were taken up by the 
mucosa. The apparent increase in uptake of long asbestos fibers by the 
metaplastic squamous mucosa could contribute to the synergism between 
this unique mineral and cigarette smoke in the causation of bronchogenic
neoplasms.
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Key points

1-Metaplasia is the replacement of one differentiated cell type with another mature 
differentiated cell type that is not normally present in that tissue.
2-Metaplasia, when persistent, can be a precursor to dysplasia, which can in turn 
progress to carcinoma. As a result, recognition of metaplasia through screening 
and surveillance modalities is important and could reveal potential strategies for 
both cancer prevention and therapy.
3-Metaplasia is an adaptive response to injurious agents, which are largely 
environmental in nature (for example, acid, bile, cigarette smoke and alcohol), but 
is also influenced by the actions of microorganisms (for example, Helicobacter 
pylori and human papillomavirus(HPV)).
4-Different types of metaplasia exist, depending upon the tissue source: squamous, 
intestinal and acinar–ductal.
5-The cell of origin has been postulated to be from the gastric cardia in oesophageal
intestinal metaplasia and to be triggered by loss of parietal cells in gastric intestinal 
metaplasia.
6-Metaplastic cell-autonomous (for example, mutant KRAS signalling) and non-cell-
autonomous mechanisms contribute to the development and
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Types of tissue metaplasia and 
environmental stimuli

PrecancerousTransition in cell lineageStimulusType of metaplasia

YesColumnar to squamousCigarette smokeLung airway
YesColumnar to squamousLow vaginal pH, 

human papillomavirus
Cervix

Yes؟Inflammation, infectionMammary gland

Unclear?InflammationSebaceous gland

UnclearSquamous (maintained)InflammationSkin

Squamous metaplasia
Table 1
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Squamous metaplasia

Lung squamous metaplasia can occur in either the alveolar epithelium 
or the airway epithelium. Metaplasia of the alveolar epithelium 
features the replacement of alveolar cells (normally a unilayer of 
cuboidal or columnar cells) with squamous epithelium, whereas 
metaplasia of the airway epithelium features the replacement of 
bronchiolar or bronchial epithelium with squamous epithelium ). 
Squamous metaplasia comprises multiple layers of cells and is 
believed to be resistant to injury compared with metaplasia of the 
alveolar, bronchial or bronchiolar epithelium. As a result of 
exposure to injury, squamous metaplasia may be accompanied by 
varying grades of inflammation, fibrosis and necrosis. The lung 
neoplasias that can emerge from squamous metaplasia include 
cystic keratinizing epithelioma and squamous cell carcinoma
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Squamous metaplasia of the respiratory tract. Possible 
pathogenic role in asbestos-associated bronchogenic

carcinoma.
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Samples of metaplesia

Stimulus 
MetaplasiaNormal 

Tissue 

Cigarette smoke Squamous epithelium 
Pseudostratified
columnar epithelium 

Airways

Bladder stone Squamous epithelium 
Transitional 
epithelium

Urinary bladder

Gastro-esophageal 
reflux 

Columnar epithelium 
(Barrett's Esophagus) 

Squamous epithelium 
Esophagus

Low pH of vaginaSquamous epithelium Glandular epithelium 
Cervix
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Abstract

 
To quantify the extent of squamous
metaplasia in bronchial biopsies and relate it 
to the presence of chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease (COPD), a smoking-related 
pathology.
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Methods

Bronchial biopsies (n = 15 in each group) from smokers with 
COPD GOLD stage1 and GOLD stage2, smokers without 
COPD and healthy non-smokers were stained 
immunohistochemically with a panel of antibodies that 
facilitated the identification of pseudostratified epithelium 
and distinction of squamous metaplasia and squamous
epithelium from tangentially cut epithelium. The 
percentage length of each of these epithelial phenotypes 
was measured as a percent of total epithelial length using 
computerised image analysis. Sections were also stained for 
carcinoembryonic antigen and p53, early markers of 
carcinogenesis, and Ki67, and the percentage epithelial 
expression measured.
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Materials and Methods

Subjects and study design
This study used previously collected glycol        methacrylate embedded 
bronchial biopsies from four subject groups (n = 15 in each group); 
healthy non-smokers, healthy smokers, and COPD subjects classified 
according to the GOLD guidelines . as having COPD stage 1 airflow 
obstruction (COPD1) and COPD stage 2 airflow obstruction(COPD2). 
The clinical characteristics of each subject were fully characterised (); 

data from some of these subjects has been reported previously.
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Table 1

Smoking 
history 

(pack years)

FEV1 (% 
predicted

FVC / FEV1Age (years)GenderGroup

zero108.67 
(12.20)

77.60 (4.88)53.6 (8.2)6M:9FHealthy 
non-
smokers

36.73 
(13.09)

100.53 
(9.37)

78.80 (5.24)48.2 (9.5)5M:10FHealthy 
smokers

44.00 
(15.97)

91.53 (5.93)65.13 (4.41)56.7 (7.5)12M:3FCOPD 1

50.33 
(12.38)

66.60 (7.53)60.87 (7.09)56.7 (8.2)10M:5FCOPD 2
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Results

The extent of squamous metaplasia was significantly increased in both COPD1 and COPD2     
compared to healthy smokers and healthy non-smokers. The amount of fully differentiated 
squamous epithelium was also increased in COPD1 and COPD2 compared to healthy non-
smokers, as was the expression of carcinoembryonic antigen. These features correlated with 
one other.
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Conclusion

In subjects with COPD there is a loss of pseudostratified epithelium accompanied by an        
increase in squamous metaplasia with transition into a fully squamous epithelium and 
expression of early markers of carcinogenesis.
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conclusion
•we demonstrated that there is a loss of the normal pseudostratified epithelium in smokers 

with COPD together with pre-neoplastic changes evidenced by increased presence of SQM 
and fully differentiated squamous epithelium, together with expression of CEA. This may 
warrant aggressive smoking cessation strategies, with long-term follow up to assess 
regression to a normal phenotype or progression to lung cancer.
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•Pancreatic ADM is driven by the loss of acinar-lineage-specific transcription factors, such as 
pancreas transcription factor 1 subunit α (PTF1A), and the induction of the paired mesoderm 

. The molecular basis of ADM involves 104–101axis9 SOX–)1(PRRX1 protein homeobox
transforming growth factor-α (TGFα) and epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) 

43signalling
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